Introduction
We are designing a machine with a very large amount of nonvolatile solid state memory. While some mechanical storage device may remain present to handle overflow and t o protect against catastrophic (software) failures, the nonvolatile solid state memory is the primary repository of permanent data. Benefits of this approach include much improved access times, and, hopefully, simplified storage system software. We argue that technological advances will soon make it possible to build high-end file servers and database servers with large nonvolatile solid state memories, a t a price/performance ratio competitive with disk-or RAID-based [5] designs.
The eNVy project comprises two largely separate aspects. In terms of software, we are investigating how t o write a storage server that can take advantage of a large nonvolatile memory, regardless of what technology is used. In terms of hardware, we are looking a t different ways of building such a memory system.
Main Memory Storage Software
We view the solid state stable storage as the primary repository for permanent data. In other words, although we do not exclude the use of solid state memory as a cache on the disk or on the network [l] , we prefer t o take an alternative view of the memory hierarchy whereby solid state memory is the primary storage medium and the disk serves as an overflow/backup device. Furthermore, we map the stable storage array into the address space of the storage system software, instead of emulating a disk interface, as is done in some current products [3] . With 64-bit architectures, even an array of several gigabytes does not consunie a disproportionate amount of the address space.
This memory view of perinanent storage leads t o improved access time and substantial simplification of the storage system software. Current file system data structures are such that representation on disk is efficient, but in-memory representation may be far from optimal. We propose to re-examine the organization of the file system data structures t o optimize in-memory access.
For instance, much effort is spent in current file systems trying t o achieve sequential disk access, through such techniques as log-structured file systems [6], clever block allocation strategies [4] , and disk head scheduling [4] . In transactional file systems, intentions logs are generally preferred to shadow files because shadow files destroy the sequentiality of disk access. None of these arguments continue to hold if storage is in solid state memory.
Other areas where improvements can be achieved include name resolution and storage allocation. The representation of the directory structure and the algorithms used for insert, delete, and lookup might look very different, hopefully faster and less complicated. Main memory allocation is done very differently from disk block allocation. Ideally, such a reorganization should occur without changing the familiar (e.g., Unix) semantics, but should also be able to support efficient persistent ob ject-oriented interfaces. We are working on algorithms suitable for this purpose.
The presence of permanent storage in memory introduces a software fault tolerance issue. Indeed, a single erroneous pointer (a common program bug) could corrupt stable storage. While such corruption is possible with disk based stable storage as well, it is much less likely t o occur because only a small amount of device driver code accesses the disk directly. A foolproof solution to this problem probably does not exist, but certain precautions can be taken to minimize the likelihood of its occurrence, and to limit the damage if it does occur. We expect the stable storage array to be mapped only in the address space of the storage server, limiting the faulty pointer problem to the storage server code itself. Furthermore, mapping and unmapping could be used to limit the amount of code within the storage server that has direct access to the stable storage array.
Building Large Nonvolatile Solid State Memories
Two different solid state technologies are currently available for building nonvolatile storage: Flash memory and battery backed RAM (NVRAM). These technologies have different strengths and weaknesses. Flash is cheap and inherently nonvolatile, but has access characteristics different from conventional random access memory [a] . NVRAM behaves like regular memory, but is more expensive and requires a power supply for the refresh logic. Our current thinking is to use Flash memory to provide the bulk of the storage, and to use a small amount of battery backed RAM as a cache on the Flash array.
With Flash memory, reads are fast, with speeds comparable to conventional DRAM (85nsec), but writes are considerably slower ( lopsec). Writes are on a per-byte basis, but a whole "block" (64kbytes) has to be erased before any byte in the block can be rewritten. The number of erase/write cycles is limited (100,000 cycles). Because of these unusual access characteristics, most designs 11s-ing Flash memory focus on providing write-once read-many interfaces. Instead, we are developing algorithms for providing a more general read-write random access memory interface. These algorithms also attempt to optimize the lifetime of the Flash array. Flash memory currently costs approximately $45 per megabyte. Given that it is at an early stage in its technology curve, prices are expected to drop drastically over the next few years. An Intel spokesperson recently predicted in the Wall Street Journal that Flash prices would drop to levels comparable with those of disks by 1996.
In contrast to Flash, nonvolatile RAM provides a conventional memory interface, but is more expensive ($150 a megabyte) and needs a power supply. Configuring the machine with a UPS is another possibility, although it would take an expensive UPS, possibly with a backup generator, to supply power to a large amount of memory for an extended period.
Given its projected low price and inherent nonvolatility, Flash seems like the technology of choice for providing the bulk of the solid state storage. The more expensive nonvolatile RAM is then used in smaller amounts as a cache on the Flash array, thereby also limiting the amount of power required to maintain the storage.
Summary
The hypothesis underlying this project is that it will become economically feasible to configure a machine with amounts of nonvolatile solid state memory sufficient to replace disks as the primary repository of permanent data. We are designing and we will build such a machine to test this hypothesis. At the same time, we are studying what changes in storage systems software are necessary to take advantage of this evolution.
